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United States Patent Office 

2,791,950 
GAUGE DEVICE FOR CAMERA EQUIPMENT 

Kenneth G. Oppenheimer, Los Angeles, Calif. 
Application September 17, 1954, Serial No. 456,686 

1 Claim. (C. 95-86) 

This invention relates to photographic equipment, and 
more particularly to an improved gauge device for use 
with camera equipment. 
A main object of the invention is to provide a novel 

and improved accurately adjustable mounting for cam 
era equipment especially suitable for use with stereoscopic 
cameras for adjusting the interocular distances between 
the lenses of the cameras, as in taking "close-up' pic 
tures, for use with stereoscopic cameras for "hyper-stereo' 
pictures, for taking stereoscopic pictures with ordinary 
35 mm. or reflex cameras, and the like, for making paral 
lax adjustments for twin lens reflex cameras, for use as a 
shift-over alignment gauge for shifting the position of 
the camera lens to the original position of the view finder 
of the camera, as required in taking "close-up' pictures, 
for focusing adjustments for "closeups' and movie titles, 
When employed with a movie camera, and for similar 
photographic operations. 
A further object of the invention is to protide an im 

proved accurately adjustable mounting gauge device for 
use with camera equipment, said device being simple in 
construction, being easy to operate, being usable with a 
wide range of cameras, both still and movie cameras, be 
ing relatively compact in size, and being durable in con 
struction, 

Further objects and advantages of the invention will 
become apparent from the following description and 
claim, and from the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of an improved align 
ment gauge device constructed in accordance with the 
present invention; 

Figure 2 is an enlarged end elevational view of the 
alignment device of Figure 1; 

Figure 3 is an enlarged top plan view of the gauge 
device of Figure 1; 

Figure 4 is a front elevational view of the gauge device 
of Figure 1; 

Figure 5 is a transverse vertical cross sectional view 
taken through the gauge device on line 5-5 of Figure 3; 

Figure 6 is a transverse vertical cross sectional view 
taken on line 6-6 of Figure 3; 

Figure 7 is a front elevational view showing a conven 
tional stereoscopic camera mounted on the gauge device 
of Figures 1 to 6; 

Figure 8 is a front elevational view showing a conven 
tional twin lens reflex camera mounted on the gauge de 
vice of Figurese 1 to 6; 

Figure 9 is a front elevational view showing a gauge 
device such as that illustrated in Figures 1 to 6, employed 
with a twin lens reflex camera for the purpose of pro 
viding a parallax adjustment to compensate for the dis 
tance between the camera lens and view finder lens, as 
required for close-up photography; 

Figure 10 is a front elevational view showing the gauge 
device of Figures 1 to 6 employed with a conventional 35 
mm. camera to enable the camera to take stereoscopic 
pictures; and 

Figure 11 is a front elevational view showing the gauge 
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device of Figures 1 to 6 employed with a movie camera 
to obtain accurate focusing adjustments, as when making 
close-up pictures and photographing movie titles. 

Referring to the drawings, the improved gauge device 
is designated generally at 11 and comprises a bed plate 
12 which is generally rectangular in shape and which is 
formed with a longitudinal dovetail groove 13 defining a 
pair of longitudinal sliding surfaces 14, 15 on the top of 
the plate 12 at the opposite sides of the dovetail groove 
13. The front edge 16 of the bed plate 12, as viewed in 
Figure 1, has secured thereto the longitudinally extend 
ing scale strip 17 which is marked off in suitable units, 
such as in centimeters and fractions thereof, as shown. 

Designated at 18 is a camera platform which is slid 
ably mounted on the bed plate 12, the platform 18 be 
ing formed with the dovetail rib 19 which is received in 
the dovetail groove 13, the respective undersides of the 
camera platform 13 being slidably supported on the re 
spective longitudinal surfaces 14 and 15 of the bed plate. 
A longitudinally extending gib plate 20 is disposed be 

tween one side of the dovetail rib. 19 and the rear wall 
of the dovetail groove 13, namely, the wall adjacent the 
rear longitudinal surface 15. 
The respective end portions of the gib plate 20 are 

loosely secured in the dovetail groove 13 by respective 
retaining screws 21, 21 in the manner shown in Figure 
5, whereby the gib plate 20 is held against substantial 
longitudinal movement in the dovetail groove 13. 

Designated at 22, 22 are respective headed retaining 
studs which are threadedly engaged in the opposite ends 
of the bed plate 12, the heads of the studs 22 extending 
over the ends of the dovetail groove 13 and defining stop 
means for preventing the camera platform 18 from be 
coming disengaged from the bed plate 12. However, 
should it be necessary to remove the platform 18, as 
when it is desired to reverse the position thereof, one of 
the studs 22 may be removed, allowing the platform to 
be disengaged from the dovetail groove 13. 

Designated at 24, 24 are respective clamping screws 
which are threadably engaged through the side wall of 
the bed plate 12 and which are engageable with the gib 
plate 20, said gib plate being sufficiently movable in 
wardly so that when one of the clamping screws 24 is ad 
vanced inwardly, the gib plate is forced against the ad 
jacent dovetail rib 19 of the camera platform 18 to rig 
idly secure said camera platform against movement on 
the bed plate 12. 
The camera platform 18 is formed with the vertical 

aperture 25, said aperture being counterbored at 26. Ro 
tatably received in the aperture 25 and counter bore 26 
is an inverted camera mounting screw 27 which may be 
engaged with the tripod socket of a camera to be sup 
ported on the platform 18. The bottom wall of the dove 
tail groove 13 is formed adjacent its opposite ends with 
the respective internally threaded vertical apertures 28, 28 
which are registrable with the camera mounting screw 
27, whereby a screwdriver may be engaged through an 
aperture 28 to engage the head of the screw 27, and 
whereby said screw 27 may be rotated to engage with 
the tripod socket of the camera when it is desired to 
fasten the camera to the platform 18. The apertures 28 
are located so that they will be in registry with the cam 
era mounting screw 27 when the platform 18 is in abut 
ment with the head of a retaining stud 22 with the mount 
ing platform 18 in either one of its two possible positions 
on the bed plate 2. Thus, with the mounting carriage 
18 in position shown in Figure 1, the screw 27 will be 
registrable with the left-hand aperture 28. If the plat 
form 18 is in a reversed position, the mounting screw 27 
will be registrable with the right-hand aperture 28. 
The bottom wall of the dovetail groove 13 is formed 

at the midportion thereof, namely, midway between the 
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opposite ends of the bed plate 12, with the respective 
threaded apertures 29 and 30 engageable with the re 
spective fastening screws of conventional tripods, for ex 
ample, engageable with the fastening screws of Ameri 
can and European tripod heads. 
As shown in Figure 3, the clamping screws 24, 24 are 

spaced symmetrically on opposite sides of the transverse 
center linge of the bed plate 12, whereby the clamping 
screws 24 may be employed to lock the camera supporting 
platform 18 in corresponding positions spaced on oppo 
site sides of said transverse center line. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the cen 
ter of the mounting screw 27 is exactly 35 mm., or one 
half of the interocular distance of 70 mm., from the right 
edge 31 of the camera supporting platform 58, as viewed 
in Figure 1. 
The device may be employed to vary the interocular 

distance usually provided by a stereoscopic camera, for 
example, the stereoscopic camera 32 shown in Figure 7. 
This may be required in order to take close-up pictures 
at a distance less than the distance of about two and one 
half feet provided by the conventional stereoscopic cam 
era focus arrangement. 

Such extreme close-up photography requires a shorter 
interocular distance than the 70 mm. interocular distance 
provided by the conventional camera. These shorter in 
terocular distances can be obtained from tables presently 
available and are provided in relation to the distance of 
the subject to the lens as well as to the auxiliary lenses 
which may be employed on the camera for close-up stereo 
scopic work. For example, assume that an interocular 
distance of 50 mm. is required for a given stereoscopic 
picture. It is also assumed that the camera 32 is mount 
ed in the manner shown in Figure 7, namely, so that the 
back of the camera is on the same side as the clamping 
ScreWS 24, 24 and that the lenses face on the same side 
as the scale 17. The left edge of the camera supporting 
platform 18, as viewed in Figure 7, namely, the edge 33, 
which is aligned with the lens of the view finder 36 of 
the camera and which is centered between the camera 
lenses 35, 35, is first set at the center of the scale 17, 
namely, at the 7.5 mm. position. The picture desired is 
then focused and adjusted. The left lens is then covered 
and the platform 3 is moved to the left, as viewed in 
Figure 7, for a distance corresponding to one-half the 
difference between 70 mm. and the desired interocular 
distance of 50 mm., namely, 10 mm., placing the left 
edge 33 of the platform at the 6.5 mm. marking on scale 
7. This position is shown in Figure 7. The exposure is 

then made with the right lens 35. The left lens is then : 
uncovered and the right lens is covered and the platform 
18 is then moved to the right, as viewed in Figure 7, so 
that the edge 33 is moved 10 mm. to the right of the 
center mark, namely, to the 8.5 mm. mark on scale 17, 
as shown in dotted view in Figure 7. The exposure is 
then made with the left lens without advancing the film, 
thus providing a pair of stereoscopic exposures having an 
interocular distance of 50 mm. 
A procedure reverse to that above described may be 

employed to obtain "hyper-stereoscopic pictures with 
interocular distances up to the order of six inches. 
The gauge device Inay be employed with a conven 

tional 35 mm. camera, such as the camera 37 in Figure 
10 for stereoscopic photography, namely, to enable two 
pictures to be taken at a desired interocular distance. 
Thus, the camera 37 may be mounted on the platform 18 
and a picture may be taken in a first position, such as that 
shown in full line view in Figure 10, the film may be ad 
yanced, and a next picture may be taken with the plat 
form 8 moved to the dotted view position, as shown in 
Figure 10, namely, for a distance corresponding to the 
desired interocular distance-along the scale 17, in which 
position the next picture may be taken. For maximum 
accuracy, the camera should be first positioned so that 
the lens is over the center of the scale 17, in which po 
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4. 
sition the picture focused and adjusted; the camera is then 
moved one-half the desired interocular distance to the 
left along the scale 17, the first exposure is then made, 
after which the film is advanced and the camera is moved 
to the right for the desired interocular distance along the 
scale 27, after which the second picture is taken. 
The camera 37 may be mounted directly on the plat 

form i8, or may be mounted on a suitable block member 
or bracket 38 engaged with the camera tripod socket and 
suitably engaged by the fastening screw 27, as shown in 
Figure 10, whereby the camera is secured on and sup 
ported by the platform 18. 

Figure 8 illustrates the device employed with a reflex 
camera 39, said reflex camera being employed in the 
Same manner as the 35 mm. camera 37, for obtaining 
stereoscopic exposures by means of the gauge device, 
Thus, a first expcsure may be taken with the camera in 
the full line position shown in Figure 8, after which the 
film is advanced, and a second picture may be taken with 
the camera in the dotted view position of Figure 8, name 
ly, in a position spaced the desired interocular distance 
with respect to the first picture. The gauge device 11 
may be employed for making parallax adjustments for 
twin lens reflex cameras, such as cameras similar to the 
camera 39 in Figure 9. The camera 39 is provided with 
the camera lens 40 and the view finder lens 41. For 
making this adjustment, the camera 39 must be mounted 
so that the axis joining the centers of the lenses 40 and 
41 is parallel to the bed plate 12 of the alignment gauge 
ii. For this purpose, a bracket member 42 is provided, 
said bracket member having a base portion 43 which is 
secured to the platform 18 by means of the fastening 
Screw 27. The bracket member 42 is then employed to 
support the camera 39 by means of a suitable screw 44 
extending through an aperture in the end of the bracket 
member and engaging the tripod socket of the camera. 
The camera may be focused by means of the view finder 
lens 41, after which, the camera is moved upwardly from 
the full line position shown in Figure 9 to the dotted view 
position thereof for a distance along the scale 17 corre 
sponding to the distance between the lenses 40 and 41, 
after which the picture may be taken. Thus, parallax is 
completely eliminated on extreme close-ups and other 
work requiring a high degree of precision. - 

Figure 11 illustrates the manner in which the device is 
employed as a shift-over alignment gauge which may be 
used with a still camera or with a movie camera, such 
as the movie camera 45 shown in Figure 11, for close-up 
Work, or other work requiring a high degree of precision, 
to compensate for the distance between the camera lens 
and the view finder of the camera, for example, the dis 
tance between the camera lens 46 and the view finder 47 
of the camera 45 shown in Figure 11. Thus, when em 
ployed with a movie camera, the device may be used for 
accurate focusing adjustments when making close-ups, 
and when photographing movie titles. 
While a specific embodiment of an improved align 

ment gauge for use with camera equipment has been dis 
closed in the foregoing description, it will be understood 
that various modifications within the spirit of the inven 
tion may occur to those skilled in the art. Therefore it 
is intended that no limitations be placed on the invention 
except as defined by the scope of the appended claim. 
What is claimed is: 
A gauge device for camera equipment comprising a bed 

plate having a longitudinal sliding surface, said bed plate 
being formed with a longitudinal dovetail groove, a lon 
gitudinal scale on said bed plate, a camera platform slid 

75 

ably mounted on said bed plate, said platform having a 
dovetail extension slidably fitting said grocve, respective 
stop screws engaged in the opposite ends of said bed plate 
and having heads extending over the ends of said groove, 
tó limit sliding movement of said platform, said platform 
being formed with a vertical aperture having a counter 
bore at its bottom, an upstanding screw in said aperture, 
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Said Screw having a head disposed in said counterbore, 
whereby the screw is retained in said aperture with its 
head engaged by Said counterbore and slidably engaging 
the bottom of said dovetail groove, said screw being 
formed for threaded engagement with a camera, the bot 
tom Wall of Said dovetail groove being formed with an 
aperture which at a certain position of the platform reg 
isters with the upstanding screw to provide access to the 
head of the Screw, a gib plate disposed between a wall 
of said bed plate and said dovetail extension, retaining 
means Secured to the opposite end portions of said gib 
plate and extending loosely through said wall, and screw 
means threaded through said wall intermediate said re 
taining means and being engageable with the interme 

O 

6 
diate portion of said gib plate to clampingly Secure said 
platform at a selected position along Said groove, said 
plate being formed at its mid portion with a plurality of 
transversely aligned threaded apertures of different di 
ameters to receive respective tripod fastening Screws of 
different sizes, for securing said bed plate to a tripod. 
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